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1. Introduction
Beneficiaryassessment is a tool for managers
who wiishto improve the quality of development operations. This is an approach to information gatiering which assesses the value of
an activity as it is perceivedby its principal
users. The approach is qualitative in that it
attempts to derive understanding from shared
experience as well as observation, and gives
primacy to the centrality of the other person's
point of view. As the Bank and others engaged
in development activities seek to do their work
better, one key indicator wil need to be how
the ultimate customer, or intended beneficiary,
assesses the value of this work, project or
policy,as it affects his cr her life The illuininalion of how an intended beneficiaryappreciates
a planned or ongoing developmental activity is
the primary objectiveof this approach.

manager The beneficiary assessment approach
is not intqnded to supplant the questionnaire
survey but to provide reliable qualitative, indepth information on the socio-culturalconditions of a beneficiary population which is
intended to be of -immediate
use to managers
and policymakersresponsible for improving
people's lives.

Rationale

Beneficiaryassessment is a systematic inquiry

The key assumptionlunderlying beneficiary
assessment is that the people for whom development is intended, the beneficiaries, too often
lack a voice loud enough and clear enough to
be heard by the managers of development
activities: the corollary to this, and just as
important, is that the managers, both in developing countries and donor institutions, do not
listen to the beneficiaries as well as they might,

into people's values and behavior in relation to

for lack of training or inclination, or both. The

a planned or ongoing intervention for social
and economicchange. This method draws
heavily from the tradition in social science
known as "qualitative research...thatfundamnentallydepends on watching people in their
own territory and interacting with them in
their own language, on their own terms" (Kirk
and Miller). Yetbeneficiary assessment also
indludes direct observation, incorporating
simple counting, and is expressed in quantitative terms. The ultimate goal of beneficiary
assessment is to reveal the meaning people give
to parHcular aspects of their lives so that
development activities may better enhance
people's ability to improve their own living
conditions, as they see fit This demands close
rapport between the practitioner of this approach, the beneficary and the development

need for intermediation is dear Sound beneficiary assessment, by encouraging people to
express their beliefs and values, leads to
development which responds to, while it
promotes, the fuller participation of people in
their own development. In this way, beneficiary
assessment may be seen as forging what is
often a missing link in development work,
introducing the socio-cultural dimension
systematicallyso that programs and policies
are designed and implemented for and by the
people for whom they are intended and thus
are sustained long after the last disbursement
of funds is spent.
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The need to gain a practicableunderstanding of
people's values and behavior is essential to any
effectivedevelopment worlk The way to

Beneficiary
Assessment
proceed and the precise method to employ will
vary according to the nature of the development activity,the beneficiaries,the managers
(both host-country and donor institution), and
the phase of the activity.Neverffieless,there are
general practices which should be followed in
aUbeneficiary assessments and which set the
course for this kind of learning. However,
deviations from this course in the form of
intensive and protracted stays at any point
along the way will be made to accommodate
the needs of each particular program.
Beneficiary

at the Bank

Assessment

Usage

At least fifty-nine bank projects is thirty-four
countries and in all regions of the world where
the Bankhas lending operations have used the
beneficiaryassessment method (Annex Mv).The
followinglist divides Bank projects by nine
predominantly sectoral categories.The rnumber
of projects in each sector is in parenthesis.
*
*

Agriculture (9)
Education (9)
i
Energy (3)
* Environment (1)
• Industry (2)
• Multi-Sectoral(2)
• PopulationJHealth/Nutrition (20)
*
*

SocialAction Program (5)
Urban (8)

While past assessments have been for project
design or one-shot evaluation purposes, many
of the ongoing and planned beneficiaryassessments will be iterative learning processes
undertaken periodically throughout the lifetime
of a project. The beneficiary assessment approach has provided insights on the perspectives of intended beneficiaries which were
found useful by managers in both the design
and implementation of activities in all sectors
and regions of Bank operations. In most cases,
host-country managers expressed interest in
continuing to use the approach.
2

Social Action Programs
The beneficiaryassessment approach has
shown its versatility by being effectivein a
variety of sectors, such as education, health,
industry, agrculture and urban development.
One new area of Bank activity where beneficiary assessment has shown itself to be a usefdul
tool is in the design, implementation and
evaluation of SocialAction Programs (SAPs).
Beneficiaryassessment can ensure that SAPs
are demand driven. The approach can be used
to contribute to the implementation of a social
actibn program, particularly as regards:

*PoetSlcinTeSnlAto

nto
similar entity of the Socal Action Program
has the responsibilityto screen and select
proposals for micro-projects.Ihe unit staff
should be trained in the beneficiaryassessment approach i order to:
i) assist the implementing agencies to
ensurelthat it is used in proposal
design. Consequently,the project
should be responsive to conununity
concernsand priorities. This f&cilitates
the screening and selectionand reduces
the chancesof project rejection;
ii) ensure proper evaluation and saeening
of a project proposal, particularly in
terms of detmining its relevance to
conunnty needs.
Beneficiaryassments have been conducted
on SAP's, m BoliviLa,
hMdagascar,Ecuador and
Zambia.
Monitoring and Evaluation
Beneficary assessment plays an important role
in SAP's and other projects after the project
selectionphase. It enables the implementing
agency to moxitor and address any change in
beneficiaries' attitudes or unanticipated adjustments that may be necessary to effectively
complete the project. It is useful in monitoring
the degree of people's participation in the
project. Regarding evaluation, the qualitative
techniques used in this approach can be used to
measure the successof the project in responding to the communities' needs and in gauging
their level of sabsfactionwith the project
EnvironmentDepartmentPapers

2. Involvement of Managers
and Related Authorities
While the focus of beneficiaryassessmentis
clearlyon the beneficiariesof a development
policy or activity,the target is the decision
maldng of the managers responsiblefor that
activity. Recognizingthe value of continuous
interaction between managers anldpersons
responsiblefor assessment,there are four times
where the involvementof managers is crucial
to the successof beneficiaryassessment
-

During conceptualization,so that the
manager feels "ownership"for the assessment;

-

At the design stageso that issues in te
interview guide, population covered,and
quality of interviewers all meet with
mranagementapproval;

•

Duing progress review,midway through
any particular phase of field work (or at
periodic intervals if it is a running
assessment)to provide feedbackon
relevance and utility of initial findings,
assist with revision of interview guide

Soial AssessmentSeries

and/or sampling, and feel increased
ownership for the assessmentprocess;
*

At the conclusionof the assessment. The
final report should first be presented to
management orally,subsequentlyin rough
draft The perspectiveof management
should be incorporated in the final text.

While the target of beneficiaryassessment is
management decisionmaking, the goal is the
improvenmentof a project or policy. Thus, the
persons conducting an assessmentshould be of
service to the managersbut not be subservient
to them. Similarly,the focus on the beneficiaries should not become an over-identification
with their unmediate interests. As stated
regarding participant observer evaluation, a
precursor to beneficiaryassessment "Although
the participant observer evaluator must know
management, project, and beneficiarieswell
his allegianceis to none of the three, but raiher
to what the project is meant to be" (Salmen,
1987).

3

3. Assessment Design
Understanding

the Context

A development program should be understood
in light of its history, its architects-individual
and institutional-and the place and people for
which it is intended. Thepfirst step in any
beneficiary assessment is familiarization with
the context in which the program of concern is
situated. This entails tiree prinmary activities:
nReadingall pertinent documentation,
including appraisal reports, supervision
reports, evaluations, and onsultants'
soader
couny
reports.iA rnalyseviewofl
b
economic analyses would also be nce*L
*

*

Interviews with key persons involved with
developing, imnplementing, or evaluating
the program in donor, host-country government and other relevant (academic, consultant, NGO) agenc-ies.
sultant,
NGO) agencies.
Firsthand exploration of sites covered by
program being assessed. Despite the
preiminary nature of this stage of the
inquiry, the method to be employed follows
the naturalistic one of beneficiary assessment itself. Disassociation from officials
representing authority so as to avoid
identification with them by beneficiaries is
advisable. Unstructured conversations with
randomly-selected beneficiaries, actual or
intended, regarding planned or ongoing
intervention will help in planning the more
systematic assessment to follow.

Target Population

and Sampling

The degree of coverage of the beneficiary
population needs to be sufficiently large to

4

serve as the basis of a management decision.
While statistical sampling procedures may
serve as a general guide, these will suggest
sample sizes greater than those needed for
beneficiary assessment Because of the in-depth
qualitative methodology employed in tis
approach, long conversational interviews, often
complemented by participant observation, can
provide a great deal of understanding from a
relatively small number of beneficiaries. Aside
from the key factor of the manager's judgment,
other parameters of the extent of coverage of
the beneficiary population will be determined
by the variability of the population of concern
and the complexity of the program. Given the
importance of the cultural variables of values
and behavior, sampling should
generaly be stratified according to ethnicty,
class or caste, income, and gender Additional
factors-such as climate, topography, and land
holding pattems-may be included as deterninants of discrete population groups for the
assessment depending on the nature of the
program. While the one-on-one conversational
interviews are meant to be quantified-and
hence must be numerous enough to be considered significant by decisionmakers- focusgroup interviews and participant observation
are done primarily ;or illustration and contextual background and need not conform to the
same standards of representativity as do the
individual interviews (see Box 1).
While most of the subjects of discussion held

during beneficiaryassessment will be the poor
persons for whom a development intervention
is intended, attention must also be given to the
perspective of the other key actors involved, the
program managers, the field staff or extension

EnvirorunentDepartment Papers

Assessment Design

BoxI
Ethiopia: A Combination of Interviews and Observation
A beneficiary assessmentwas done in Ethiopia as part of a population and public health project covering
the central provinces of the country. People in this area belonged to four primary ethnic groups (Oromo,
Amhara, Kambata, and Hadia). The assessrnentwas conducted by a combinationof conversational
interviews and participant observation. The interviewing was done with a representativeswmpledrawn
from 10villages in each of the four ethnic populations. The average village had about 50 households;
five households were interviewed from each village, doubling the number for the Oromo tribe which
comprises by far the largest group.
Participant observers spent 2-3 weeks living in three villages in each of the four ethnic areas to gain an
in-depth understanding of the socio-culturalcontext as a complement to the household interviews.

workers, and the community leaders. Where
any of these groups is numerous (field staff
such as teachers, health workers, or farm
extensionists), representative sampling should
be carried out along the same lines as for
beneficiaries and stratified according to key
variables.

Given the difficulty of conducting a conversational interview with an unknown person
often of modest means in such a way that their
responses can be used to improve their conditions, and of recording this conversation in an
orderly and intelligible manner, one may think
it most difficult to find good beneficiary

Selection of the Assessors

assessors. Experience demonstrates, however,
that sufficientnumbers of persons possessing

In beneficiary assessment, more than in most
other realms of social science, the human being
is the major instrument of leaming. The innate
human faculties of intuition, perception, and
empathy are all crucial to the successful execution of a beneficiary assessment. A capsule
description of a good beneficiary assessor
would be a practical communicator. More
broadly, a person likely to conduct a good
beneficiary assessment must be sensitive,
respectfuL unobtrusive, engaging, open, have
good recall ability and writing skills, and,
above all, be a good listener. Males and females
should both be employed so as to best appreciate the gender perspective. In particular, it is
important to remember that in most traditional
cultures persons are most apt to address
sensitive issues candidly with someone of the

the requisite skills for this work exist in even
the smallest developing country.
The pool of applicants is broadened when
considering that communication skills are
more important than any particular academic
discipline. While direction of an assessment
should generally be in the hands of someone
with advanced university education, interviewers with the proper m-iixof skills may be
university
high school graduates-though
level is normally where qualified intenriewers
are found. The person conducting participant
observation, involving total immersion in the
community of beneficiaries, will require
greater experience and academic training,
generally at the graduate level, than the
conversational interviewer.

same gender. The best assessors are familiar
with the particular culture in which the assess-

Orientation

ment is to take place; it is essential that the
assessor have a sound conversational ability in

To conduct interviews with beneficiaries for
optimal results, the selected assessors will

the language of the beneficiaries.

need specific orentation and guidance. The

SocialAssessmentSeries

for Assessors
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BeneficiaryAssessment
orientation should provide clear guidelines as
to the goals of the intesviewsand the role of the
assessor. This can sometimes be difficult as
social scienceresearchers often think that they
have innate observational and interviewing
skills as well as educational training and,
therefore, have little to leam. Being a good
communicator and listener will not be sufficient. Performing systematicqualitative observations requires additional orientation and
preparation.

issues that arise. Some informal analysis should
occur as interviewers are held and observations
made. It is possible that the assessor wili get
ideas about possible analysis as he/she interviews people. These ideas should be recorded
in the assessor's notes for reference during the
preparation of the final report.
Reporting Finding
The final report should be utilization focused.
When the assessor sits down to write the

be given
sshould
an
Beneficiaryassessors Beneficiarys
orientation to strengthen their ability to:

report, the audience should be kept in mind.
Theulauiec willngeealaenhrjc
The audience wiUgeeraly be the project
manager who will use evaluation results for the
* write descriptively, and accurately;
project design, implementation or evaluation
e keep and organized record of field notes;
process.
* separate useful detail from trivia; and
To make an assessment report as readable as
* avoid being influenced by anyTomkanassetrprtsradbes
preconceivednotions of what responses
possible, it helps to clearly address each major
sonuld be.
issue, either preconceived or which arose
dunng the assessment. Thlismeans that the
Gender-sensitiveorientation is essential to gain
description, analysis and interpretation for
an understanding of social, cultural and
each question is in one place in the report. To
economicconstraints faced by men and
be readable and understandable, the report
women. This should be a part of every orientashould avoid tedcical terminology to the
lion session even when the project is not
degree possible. Assessors need to be very
dealing with issues directly related to gender.
focused to sift through the cumbersome
The particular objectiveis to promote fuller
amount of data they have accumulated and
participation of women in all phases of pmjects
select only relevant information. There should
by designing development interventions in
be numbers, descriptions and direct quotes to
response to women's felt needs.
give precision, perspective and life to the
information gathered.
The orientation should sensitize assessors to
the unique circumstancesof the community
Assessors' reports should start with brief
they will be interviewing. Assessors should be
executive summaries that include findings and
well informed as to the general project goals
conclusions.The project manager or decision
and the context in which they must apply their
maker often has limited time to read docusocial science skills. This is still important even
ments; a short, concise report is apt to be more
when the interviewer is a local person, as there
persuasive than a lengthy, detailed report.
may always be differences of an ethnic or class

nature.
Preparation

of Final Report

Analysis
Assessors need to record the chrnology of
events, various settings, processes and key

6
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4. Methodology
Using qualitative methods in researchpermits
the researcher,or in this case the beneficiary
assessor,to look at issues in the round. The
assessor can look behind the structured responses obtained in a quantitative survey and
gain some perspectivewith which to balance
the numericr3data and understand the reasons
for the responses.Experiencewith projectsin
various countries has shown that qualitative
researchprovides a true-to-lifepicture of
project benefidaries because the predetermined
categories of quantitativemethods are absent.
This does not mean that there is no systematization for data collection.Qualitativemethods
used in beneficiaryassessmentmust have a
framework that allows for quantificationof the
data gathered. Given the complexityof this
task, the social scientist involved in qualitative
research has to be trained at least as rigorously
as his quantitative counterpart.
In quantitative research,the validity of the
results hinges on accurate researchinstrument
construction.In qualitativemethods, validity
hinges on the s-killand competenceof the
researcher or inquirer.Any misinterpretationof
Lnformationobtained through interviewsor
observationsleads to erroneous or invalid data.
Quantitative researchenables the inquirer to
measure the reactionsof a large number of
people to a finite set of questons, making it
easier to aggregatea large number of statistical
data. Qualitative researchdraws from openended interview topics to generatemore
detailed in-depth data, but oftenrepresents a
smaller number of respondents.This approach
is used in beneficiaryassessmentbecause it
provides tailored informationthat can assist
project managers to design and monitor

SocalAssesmentSeries

development projects.The value of the assessment is in its usefulnessin assistingdecision
makers to make effectiveinterventions.
The methods employed in beneficiaryassessment are designed to reveal the true concems
of the population affectedby a development
processin such a way as to provoke managers
to change that processfor the better. The
domninantresearch mode for this approach is
qualitative,earmarked by a premium on
listeningto others on their own terms where
they work and live; the dominant style is one of
creativity and flexibility,adapting the particular method of inquiry to the needs and conditions of a given program and locale.But the
predominanceof the qualitative approach,
which builds on empathy between interviewer
and beneficiaryshould not undermine the
importance of representing findings in numerical terms. Beneficiaryassessment strives to
quantify qualitative informationwithin a
descriptive,explanatorycontext. This approach
to developmentallearning has tree principal
methiodswhich are discussed here.
Direct Obser-ation
This is the simplest of techniques.It involves
counting,noting behavior and expression and
otherwise registeringnotable facetsof a particular developmentalsituation. The potential
for quantifying observed phenomena is major
and immediate(SeeBox 2).
Conversational

Interviews

These are also known as qualitativeinterviews,
the basic tools of inquiry for the practitioner of
beneficiaryassessment In well-guided,

7

Beneficiary
Assessment
Box2
Bolivia:A Caseof DirectObservation
In LaPaz,Bolivia,it appearedthat a slum
upgradingproject,whichprovidedwater,
servedas an
sewage,and streetimprovements,
incentivefor homeImprovement.Roughly70%
of theinhabitantshad borrowedmoneyto
improvetheirhomes. Tobetterunderstandthe
correlationbetweenthe projectand thehomne
improvements,threeobserversweresent to
in thecitywhichhad
threeotherneighborhoods
as theneighroughlythesamecharacteristics
borhoodsbeing improved.Theobservers
spent 2-3dayscountingthe numberof houses
undergoingimprovementsin thepreviousyear
and foundan averageof 12% in thetlhree
communities.Thisfindinghelpedto buttress
thecaseforandllarydevelopmentbeing
broughtaboutby infrastructureimprovements.
naturalistic interviewing people reveal their
feelings,thoughts and beliefs about a particular
issue. '"he fundamental principle of qualitative
interviewing is to provide a frameworkwithin
which respondents can express their own
understanding in their own terms" (Patton).The
conversationalinterview is structured around a
number of themes or topicsselectedby the
managers for whom the assessmentis intended
(see Annex 1);these are issues generally
centering on the perspectiveof beneficiaries
about which managers want additional
information,or understanding. Interviewsmay
be conducted either one-on-oneor in groups
(focus group interviews). The individual
interview allows for freer expressionof certain
issues which might be suppressed or distorted
in the presence of peas, and lends itself to
quantification.Focusgroup interviews allow for
a coverage of more persons in a given time
period and may elicit certain responsesfrom the
incentive provided by the presence of peers
which would otherwise not have been
expressed. The difficultyof preciseattribution
of response to individual persons in a focus
group interview may be a drawback for this
method.
Thekey to conducting a conversationalinterview is establishing good rapport between
8

Interviewerand respondents. Once trust is
crated In the interview setting, information
elicited should be valid. Good rapport will
generateunsoliciteddata which may be more
important than direct responses to the predetermined topics in the interview guide. Respect
for the beneficiaryis basic to the establishment
of rapport. The timing of the interview,its
duration and time of day, should be determined by what is most convenientand acceptable to the beninterviews
able to the beneficiory.Generally,interviews
should not xceed forty-five minutes to one
hour at any one time; to cover the interview
guide adequately may require two or three
conversations.These shorter interviews during
repeat visits show respect for the beneficiary's
time and allow increasingrapport to be
established. It is important that each interview
be conducted so as to elicit preciseresponses
and, oncesufficientrapport has been established,suggestionsas to how the interviewee
feelsthe situation discussed could be improved.
nterviewsshould be conducted as naturally as
possible, without the intrusion of any apparahis which could inhibit the respondent Te
interviewerneeds to recallwhat has been said
during the interview and record it in writing
shortly after each one or two interviews. In
certam cultures, however, interviewers are
given greater credibiLityand considered more
serious and professional when theyhave pens
and notebooksin hand; some researchers
report communitieswhere tape recorders are
no obstacleto communicationbut may lead to
greater rapport as the beneficiarieshear their
own voicesplayed back to them (much as the
intrusion of an instant-developingcamerais
overcomeby the sight of one's own photograph). As with all aspects of beneficiary
assessment the key is adapting the means of
inquiry to the culture of interest to elicit the
most cogent message(see Annex 2). For one
beneficiaryassessmnt which relied exclusivelyon conversationalinterviews see Box3.
Participant

Observation

Most of the methodology of beneficiary
assessment could be subsumed under
EnvironmentDepartmentPapers

Methodolog

Box3
Senegal Interviewing Buuinessmen to Understand Private Sector Constraints
The purpose of this assessment was to gain an understanding of tlheconstrainb which impede the growth
of Senegalesebusiness. The assessmentwas carried out on tiee staff members of a local graduate schol
of management, GESAG. A representativesample of busineses from food proesing tektiles, dhemicals,
paper machines, construction among others was used.
Findings:
* The businessmen felt that the Governmentimpeded busine transactionsby creating bureaucratic
exgencies and onerous labor regulations.
* Businessmenresent what they consider to be unfair competition from the infomal sect=
* Liberalizationmeasures imposed as part of the New Industrial Policywere seen by many businessmen
to have favored the informalover the formal sector.
* Generally,businessmen felt that those who formulate the poliies and create and administer the regulations regarding industnal development have little understanding of and thereforeare unresponsve to
the needs and concerns of the businessmen of SenegaL
Impact.
The assessment was able to meet its objectiveof conveyingthe concernsof a represetative group of
Senegalesebusinussmen. The findings are expected to be put to use by the Bank and the Govenmernt as
they jointlv act to develop the private sector of SenegaL

parhiipant observation-with the inportant
caveat that it be directed toward managerial
decsion making in a development contexL
Participant observation as used here is the
protracted residence of an outsider in a
community of beneficiaries during which
sufficient rapport is established and
involvement in their everyday activities occurs
to allow for the kind of representation of their
livingconditions which will enhance the
development poteitial of the community
occupied. Unlike participant observation in
social antropology, where residence in a
community being studied may last two or three
years, the participant observer in a beneficiary
assessment generally resides in a community of
beneficianes for several weeks to two or Ithee
months. The interest here is focused on the
same topics whih make up the interview
guide and other topics considered by managers
to be relevant to their concermsbut too
sensitive or too pervasive to lend tlumseves to
the visiting interiewer format mheemphasis
thepartis
ntmg
oervatLone hormatwThever
Lsnotonnew
in particpant obserration, however, is nuotonly
on the topics per se, but on how these issues
are affected by the socio-cultural and political
context in which the beneficary lives arid
Social Assessment Series

works (see Box 4). To best illustrate this
contal
dimension of the topics of interest,
the participant observer generally conducts
as studies on a small number (usually 5 to 10)
of beneficiary households who are visited
many times over the course of residence in the
community (for an elaboration of participation
observation nethod, see Annex 3.).

Ethip

Cultra

Dox4
hibitions to Preatal Cm

Participant obsevers in the beneficiaryassess-rmt done in one major region of Ethiopia
observedthat pregnantwomen in this almost never visited health center In-depth
discussionsheld with -en and women in the
commmitieslwhere they livedrevealed that the
mapr reasonLfor this low visitation rate lay in
the cultural belief that it was considered weak
and impoer for womnmto admit to any pain
or d
ifot This information,which was
to the public health officals an Addis
a, was considered usu to h orent
health education among the rural communities
f tis region of Ephiopia.
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5. MontoringandEvaluating
theAssessments
Given the non-standardized, tailor-made
nature of beneficiary assessment, and the
sensitive nahte of much of the information
gleaned, it is necessary to monitor beneficiary
assessments closely. Monitoring should be
done by persons not directly associated with
the program being assessed, yet familiar with
its essetials who are well versed in the
techniques of beneficiary assessment. Monitoring should always be done in conjunction with
progran management
The two key times for monitoring beneficiary
assessments are roughly one-third through
field work, when enough information has been
collected tojudge its utihity and enough of the
sample is still to be interviewed so that a
revised assessment will be useful and, at the
rend,forthea final report A third possible
end, for the final reportLA third possi'ble
monitoring point would be during the final
phase of data tabulation, to see tiat recorded
inforination is properly categorized and
analyzed. Total time for monitoring should not
exceed three or four weeks, assuming two or
three brief visis during the execution of the
asssment (See Box 5).
Proper evaluation of the beneficiary assessmentoexerdw isticalof thebeneticiarygasess
mnentexercise is critical to determining th
effectveness of an intervention. Through
intevies
ad drectobsrva
conversational interviews and direct observafion it will be possible to detemiine the response of the community to the completed
project This input will be useful in identifying
project strengths and weaknesses and in
planning follow-up projects.
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Box 5
Bolivia An Exampleof the Importance of
Monitoring
The importanceof the monitoringfunction can
be illustratedin a Bankevaluation of an
agriculturalproject in Boliviawhich was using
itnheouctiry part of te assessntert had been
done through corrsponden
Approximately
one-third of the way through the assessment,it
was discovered that a number of the interviewers had conductedvery rich, egthy interviews
with farmers which went back to their dhildhood years prior to the revolutionof 1952,but
which had noting to do with theobjetives of
the project After an appropriate reorientation,
the interviewswere steamlned, brought up to
date and directed to the evaluativegoals of the
assessmentat hand.

While beneficary assessments are conducted to
assist project management, their ultimate goal
is to incease the effectiveness of actvity
directed at poverty reduction. Thus, the poor
are both subject and object of beneficiary
assessment; as such, it is important to share
f<indin of the asesents
with the memes
of the of the
sw
ith
the nings
ofthecommunities where these findings have
been made This will act as a check on their
validity and, most important, inasmuch as it is
the people's story that is being told, it is only
right that they should be the first to critique it.

EnvironmentDepartment Papers

6. IT-. act of Beneficiary Assessments
Veryoften, new informationand insights are
generated in the process of implementing a
beneficary assessment This was the case in
one project assessed for which, from this new
information, new regulations were made in

who benefited from these infrastuctural

project communities, benefiting previously
untargeted poor persons. In La Paz, Bolivia, as
a result of a slum upgrading project,
infrastructural improvements were made so
that the residents had access to water, sewage
and other facilities. Through participant
observation, it was leamed that home owners

hold resident, regardless of teancy status. In
Malawi a beneficiary assessment has helped
make the electric utility (ESCOM) more responsive to its consumers (see Box 6). For an amplified description of a benefidaWy assessment on
health in Lesotho and its impact (See Box 7).

improvements often failed to extend connec-

tions to renters Authorities promptly established an ordinance requiring all landowners to
make connections for each and every house-

Br-c6
Maawi: Promoting Electricil4y Usage in Runl Communities
The beneficary assessmentin Malawi had the objectiveof identifying socio-culturalfactors as related tD
electric utitty performance in rural settngs. Three research beams,each comprisedof a man and a woman,
spent six weeks, one in each of duee sites selectedin collaborationwith ESCOM(the localutility) on the
basis of a) geographicallocationand b) success as a rural electrificationscheme.
Findings:
* Governmentofficials'homes (policemenand primary schoolteachers)are not connected to nearby electric
lines. Even though they are willig and able to pay for ongoing dhanges,they are reluctant to pay the high
installmentcosts,given the possibilityof relocation.
* People are unaware of the real cost of electricityand overestimateit by as much as two to three times.

* Communicationbetween ESCOMand its clients leaves much to be desired. Whiletechnical matters are
commonlyfelt to be handled expeditiously,the delays in corectng houses,nmsunderstoodreadings and
conplicated electricitybills all give rise to distrust and aLienationform ESCOMan part of dients.
* Whie no precise data on employmentgeneration is available,it seems that electricitydearly was a boon to
economicactivity at the local leveL
inpack
The major impact of this assessmentis that it should help ESCOMbe more consumeroriented than it bas
previously been, resulting in attracting more customers who may have the means to pay for the services but
who do not do so due to some misconceptions
abot-Iutility services. It also offers the govemment of Malawi
the occasionto expressits support of electricityas a developmentgood which is becaming ever moze
important to the people of Malawi as a substitute for increasngly scarcefuel wood.

Sodal Assessment Series
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Box7
Lesotho: The Impact of BeneficiaryAssessment on Health Sector
In 1988,the Ministry of Health in Lesothohad the goal of expanding the provision of modem health
services to the country's population. The World Bank undertook to assist the Ministry towards the
achievementsof health for all by the year 2000. It was understood that to achieve this goal it was necessary tD learn the attitudes, concernsand customs of the people to design an appropriate health care system.
An in-depth qualitative analysis of individual and household behavior was conducted using beneficiary
assessment techniques. This approach was considered to be particularly relevant, given the sensitive
nature of the information needed, such as in family planning practices.
Three communitieswere selected. The participant observer method was chosen as the main methodology.
The participant observers were given two weeks of training and then were sent to live for approximately
two months in the communitieswhere they were to conduct interviews. Representativesamples of close to
50%were interviewed in three communities. Supplementary interviewswere carried out at clinics.
The followingfundings emered from this assessmentthat would not have surfaced through traditional
questionnaire survey-techniques:
• The government village health worker (VHS)program failed becausevillagers did not use their services,
which were largely directed towards preventative health care. The VHSwere not given any curative
remedies, even of a simple nature; this considerablylowered their status in the eyes of the villagers.
Traditmonal
healers, on the other hand, were sought out by villagersbecause ffieyhad curative remedies,
herbs and such, for immediate use.
* Rural women often become pregnant because they did not have access to a steady supply of contraception and having to travel long distanoesfor supplies deterred usage. Furthermore, the husbands were
opposed to contraception, maling it necessary for the women to hide their supplies.
* Peoplewere very dissatisfied with the quality of treatment and level of respect they received from
doctors and other health professionalsin hospitals.
* The poor were excluded by feesbeyond their means and the well-to-dowere getting services at what
they considered to be low prices.
* Inpact of Assessment (project design):
* The government village health workers were provided with aspirin and other simple remedies to
facilitate interaction with the villagers;
* The traditional healers were brought into the national health system and given courses in basis health;

* Contraceptiveswere made more accessibleto women; and
* The need to categorize and charge patients according to socio-economicstatus was recognized.

12
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7. Timing and Cost
The duration and cost of beneficiary assessments will vary markedly according to the
nature of the program being assessed. From
experience with World Bank supported
projects, beneficiary assessments have generally been conducted within a six-month period,
from design to the presentation of the final
report. The breakdown of activities for the time
period is generally as follows:
Activity
Pre-test; training
Survey; participant observation
Data tabulation
Preparation of final report
Total

Months
0.5
2.5
1.0
1.0
5.0

Most of the beneficiary assessments take an
average of five months and have cost roughly
US $40,000. Both cost and duration will increase when the assessment is done, as is more
often the case at present, in iterative fashion, at
periodic intervals during (or throughout) the
life of the project.

SocialAssessmentSeries
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8. Institutionalization at the Baxnk
Consideing the uiity of beneficiary assessment to managers, its low cost and timeliness,
one might easily queetion why, after roughly
twelve years of intensive use of this approach,
it has been conducted in no more than approximately fifty Bank projects. A number of reasons
for the Bank's slow adoption of benefiiary
assessment are presented here:

This apparent dichotomy may more usefully be
seen as a potential complementariW
*

Bank staff did not have the trainig needed
to manage this approacL

*

People in the Bank generally did not
understand how beneficary assssment
was done or how little it cost; in some cases
they did not even know that it existed.
Many Bank staff and borrower-goverment
personnel fet they knew what needed to be

appears to nm
BBenfidary asement
counter to what for years was the Bank's
dominant culbim
Beneficary

Traditional

Assessment

Banks

inductive
bottom-up
sodo-cultural
qulalitative
grounlitatved

deductive
top-down
economic
quantitativey
quatimacti

proundess
practica
pract1cal

abstact
,bthret
theoreEea
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known regarding a development activity,
including the people's perspective.
-

*

Bank mangement traditionally provided
few incentives or rewards for culturallysensitive project or policy work.
learly none of this is immutable. In the
1990s, beneficiary assessment is becoming a
far more prevalent practice m Bank operations than ever before
t
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9. Conclusion
By amplifring the voice of the people for whom
development is intended, beneficiary assessment empowers these people to help themselves. By showing development manages the
value of improved communication wit beneficiaries, this encourages the formation of
institutions more open and more responsve to
dteir dient populations. The ultimate test of the
worth of beefidary assessment is the creation
and durability of bridges of understanding
which allow managers and benfidaries to see
that last development depends on the
integal involvement of both in support of
goals beyond thmselves.

SodalAsnsmnt Series
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Annex 1. Interview Themes
Conversational interviews are created around
themes of importance to managers. Below are
generic interview themes used in beneficiary
assessment in the areas of health, education
and energy.

g

Educationt

Topicsfor Discussionfor Electricity Users:
a. Process involved in obtaining utility service
and how paid
b. Cost
for of acquiring connection
c. Users of electricityin the household, business, institution and how often it is used
d. Locationwhere meters are installed and
how often and accurately they are read
e. Problems encountered paying utility biMt
perceived faimess of bills
£ Quality and efficiencyof repair service
g. Level of satisfaction with service
h Handling of complaints filed with the
utility
i. Attitude towards utility company; how
service can be improved

a.
b.
c.
d.

Expectations from education
Schoolingfor girls
Role of religion (obstaclesto attendance)
Quality of education received
(i) degree of learning
(ii) utility of what is leamed
e. Distance from home to school
f. Physical aspects, maintenance, furniture,
general appearance
g. Language (for example, French, Arab,
national)
h. Economicsituatiorn:is school seen as aid or
hindrance to productivity

Health and Population
a. Health problems affectingfamily
b. Perception of health service provided by
(i) goernment
(ii) NGOns
(iii) traditionzalhealers
c. Degree and reason for attendance at health
center
d. Problems of village (agricultural production, water, education, etc.)
e. Family size
f. Use of family planmingmethods and meaning of the same
SocialAssessmentSeries

Suggestionrsfor improving well being of
family

Energy

TopicsFor Discussion With Potentil Users
a. Interest in acquiring electricity service and
how it would be used; perceived
advantages and disadvantages
b. Cost of being connected and how it compares with the cost of other energy sources
c. Perceived problemswith paying bills
d. Existenceof user cooperatives, for
example,
farmer's dubs or women's clubs-potential
as vehicle for credit for electricity
e. Occurrenceof illegal connections and how
users feel about it
£ View of utility company and services it
provides; suggestions for improvements
17

Annex 2. Conversational Interview Method
What has been referred to here as a conversational or qualitative interview is simply a way
to broach a topic of interest in a natural manner, as part of a normal flow of discourse, such
that the respondent will be at ease and induced
to address the topic frely and with candor.
Sometimes direct questions, especially on
sensitive topics, put people on the defensive
and lead to responses which are considered in
the respondent's best interests or what will
please the interviewer. Indirect interview
methods are meant to elicit more valid epres
sions of opinion, or of fact
In a beneficiary assessment of an urban development (upgrading) project there was a number of issues which lent themselves to conversational interview techniques. Three of these
issues are presented with the kind of comments
which the interviewer may make to encourage
a free-flowing dialogue:

needs, but of course they are technicians and do not live here as you do.
Perhaps they missed something..."

Degreeto whichpeopleidentfy with the project
*

*

to be maintained?"
*

'These payments that you are being
obliged to make (for improvements)
what is the idea behind that?"

*

'Whose project is this, anyway?" (Too
direct for early in conversation but may
be a natural comment after rapport has
been established.)

Adaptation of the project to the needsand
prioritiesof the beneficiaries
*

*

*
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'If you were designing a project to
improve this neighborhood what
would you have done?"
"Clearly, many major changes are being
made here (as a result of the project),
the streets and water (or public light
ing, sewage system, schools, etc.) for
instance. But then, I do not live here as
you do, so it's hard to tell what really
matters most..."
"Certainly the designers of this project
thought they were responding to your

'This is a big project. The munidpality is
ma improvemns Ofcours
making many improvements. Of course,
a poor neighborhood like ths will need
many morseimprovements and rnaintenance once these works are finished. I
wonder who will do this later work."
"How is all of this infrastructure going

Suggestionsfor projectimprovements
*

37ustas a visitor here, I'm impressed
with al this project is doing to transform the neighborhood. I don't know
how it could be any better?"

*

"As in number one (above) 'Imagine
you are in charge of this project, what
would you do to improve it?"
"So, you're happy with what the
project is doing; couldn't be better..:'

Environment Department Papers

Ann=x2
Once the respondent is provoked to give his or
her opinions on a certain topic it is important
that the interviewer not appear to be overly
inquisitive or judgmentaL The stanc is one of
being interested, supportive, respectful and
somewhat innocent, or naive. Comments such
as "realy" or "that's most interesting'or "welt I
had no idea" are the kind of supportive interjectons which should lead to further elaboration of the issue being discussed.

Social Assessment Series

This is the pple's story about a project that is
the place where they spend the days
and nights of their lives. he intervier wants
to hear this story and enoua
its developmert The respondent should be helped to
understand that his or her opinons will be
tranitted to the project aag
t so that
the project may more closely epnd to the
befiidaries' needs and priorities.
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Annex 3. Participant ObservationResidence in a Community
During the stay in a community,it is essential
to get to know the key actors in the development program well: the beneficianes in general; their leaders, formal and informal;and the
key administrators of the implementing agency.
Attempt to keep the interrelationshipwith each
of these three major groups somewhat discrete.
One's manner of relating is decreasingly
professional from program administrator to
leader to regular beneficiary While all know
the reason for one's stay in the neighborhood,
the officialnature of that stay is to be kept most
apparent to the program personnel, with whom
a certain degree of personal distance must be
maintained to avoid bias, real or alleged,
itentional or unconscious. The leaders are also
aware of the motive for one's presence, espedaily at the outset; less so over time. The
people, however, while informed of one's
reason for living in the community,should

20

primarily get to view the participant observer
as a neighbor and, to varying degrees, friend.
At the level of the people, the relationship is far
more personal than professional.
The participant observer should cultivate a few
dose contacts from diverse, major segments of
the population. These should represent vanous
key income groups, political factions, owners
and renters (where the latter are a significant
part of population), etc. One should never be
over-identifiedwith any one group, but be
open and accessibleto alt diplomacy at the
neighborhood level. Participant observers
should participate in major organizations and
activities of the communuitysufficientlyto be
appreciated and identified as a participant but
not so much as to become overcommitted.The
aim is to retain one's independence, yet demonstrate involvement.

Envronmrit DepartmentPapers

Annex 4. List of Projects/ESW Utilizing
Beneficiary Assessment
1. Argentina - Agriculture

29. Kenia - African Agenda for Action

2. Argentina-SocialFund
3. Benin- EmergencySocialFund
4. Bolivia- EnergyAssessment

30. Lesotho- Population, Health and Nutrition
Project

5. Bolivia- Altiplano Review (3)
6. Bolivia- Urban DevelopmentProject

32. Lesotho - Industrial and Agroindustries

7. Brazil - Education (2)

33. Madagascar - Food Security Project

8. Brazil - Pollution Control
9. Brazil - Rural ResettlementProject
10. Brazil - Urban Development Project (2)

34. Madagascar - Infrustructure Project
35. Malawi - Energy, Assessment
36. Mali - Agricultural Extention

11. BurkinaFaso- AfricanAgenda for Action
12. BurkinaFaso - FoodSecurityProject
13. BurklinaFaso - Health and Nutrition/
Population and AIDSControlProject

37. Mali EducationSectorConsolidaton Project
38. Mai - Populationand Health Project
39. Mexico- Decentralizationand Regional
Development

14. Burundi - Urban Development I (2)

40. Mozambique - Health, Education and

15. Cameroon- AfricanAgenda for Action
16. C.A.R. - Health, Education and Agriculture

Arcture
41. Niger -Health
42 Nigeria - Population

17. Colombia - NGO Evaluation

18. DominicanRepubic - Education
19. Ethiopia- Health and Population Project
20. Ecuador - SocialRecoveryFund
21. Gambia - Population and Health 11
22. Ghana - AfricanAgenda for Action

31. Lesotho - 2nd Population, Health and

Nutrition Project
Project

43. Pakistan - Education
44 Phlhppmes - Health Development Project

45. Philippines- Urban Health and Nutrition
Project
46. Senegal - African Agenda for Action

47. Senegal- AgriculturalExtensionProect

23. Guinea - Basic Education Project
24. Guinea - Health Program Management
25. India - Education

48. Senegal - Private Sector Assessment
49. Swaziland - Education
50. Thailand - Urban Development Project (2)

26. India - 5th Population, Health and
Nutrition Project

51. Turkey- BasicEducationProject
52. Uganda - Private SectorAssessment

27. India - National Sericulture Project

53. Zambia - Social Recovery Fund

28. Indonesia - Energy Project

54. Zaire - Rural NGO/Farmer Evaluation

Soial AssessmentSeries
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